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Abstract: Agricultural public brands have public attributes and it is necessary to establish different management mechanisms to adapt to effective management needs. The paper investigates the agricultural public brand "Powder Dry from Chakou in Minqing" by means of literature, field investigation and interview, and studies the problems in brand management based on the theory of lemon market, and constructs a system of agricultural public brand management mechanism to provide reference for the effective management of agricultural public brands.

1. Introduction

Agricultural public brands have public attributes and need to build effective management mechanisms. Powder Dry of Chakou, as one of the famous local specialty products in Fuzhou City, Fujian Province, it has excellent quality. Similar to other agricultural public brands, the management status of the public brand is still not perfect, and the phenomenon that the brand management is not in place exists objectively, which affects the further development of the agricultural public brand. Therefore, this paper takes the lemon market theory as the basic principle, takes the Powder Dry of Chakou as the survey object, analyzes the management dilemma that the public brand has fallen into due to improper management, and puts forward the corresponding management mechanism.

2. Research Review

Lemon market theory is a well-known economic theory model proposed by American scholar Akerlof in 1970. The main idea is that the buyers and sellers in the trading market often have information asymmetry. Under this situation, the seller has the tendency to produce quality speculation ideas to seek improper interests. The buyer intends to maintain his own position when he intends to purchase goods. The benefits in the risk tend to drive down the selling price, and the seller's ability to obtain normal profits will reduce the cost of premium products. As the market advances, excellent products have been excluded from the trading market by inferior products.

Since its introduction, the lemon market model has attracted the attention of a large number of scholars and has been used by previous researchers in various fields of research. For example, Liu Jin and Li Yu revealed the "tragedy of the commons" and "lemon market" in the public brands of agricultural products in the region, and put forward the strategy of brand standardization dissemination[1]; Hu Jin studied various subjects in the lemon market and finally came up with a management strategy corresponding to each subject[2]; Zhou Bo deeply studied the mechanism of governance of the lemon market and believed that the four mechanisms of signal display mechanism, reputation mechanism, quality assurance mechanism and third-party intervention should be adopted to develop and perfect the market system and break through the dilemma of lemon management[3] and so on. The above management studies used in various fields have laid a certain foundation for this article. However, most of the above studies use the lemon market model from the perspective of economics, and few scholars currently use the lemon market theory to carry out agricultural public intobrands into systematic discussion. Therefore, this article will combine the lemon theory and take "Chafen" noodles as an example, focusing on a comprehensive analysis of the
management dilemma of agricultural public brands and constructing an anti-lemon agricultural public brand management mechanism system.

3. The Dilemma of Agricultural Public Brand Management under the Lemon Market Theory

3.1 The Powder Dry of Chakou Public Brand Management Dilemma.

Powder Dry from Chakou made fortune in the village of Chakou Village in Tazhuang Town. Many people made a fortune by inheriting this traditional craft and the economy of the public brand was evident. The goal and slogan of Powder Dry from Chakou noodles is "famous for the world". However, after investigation, it was found that most of the markets for Powder Dry from Chakou are limited to Fuzhou and its surrounding areas. The foreign market acceptance groups are also mostly Chinese who have traveled overseas in and around Fuzhou. These problems should be attributed to the following research findings, such as insufficient incentive for the government to manage and promote public brands, and inadequate self-regulation management.

3.2 Analysis of Causes of Management Dilemma.

Information asymmetry. Information asymmetry is an important cause of the lemon market's result, and it is also one of the main factors that cause agricultural public brands to fall into the management dilemma. Information asymmetry in the market means that in a market transaction, the key information possessed by buyers and sellers is not comparable, and the seller often has more transaction information than the buyer, leaving the buyer at a disadvantage. [4]

The consumers will try their best to drive down the price proposed by the seller and will be willing to buy The Powder Dry of Chakou at a lower price in order to avoid asymmetric information harming themselves. For a long time, the quality of The Powder Dry of Chakou will gradually be driven out of the powder dry market by the inferior powder, and the "lemon dilemma" will be formed[5].

Negative economic externalities. As a result of the externality of The Powder Dry of Chakou economic activity, if the above-mentioned adverse circumstances occur, the public brand of Powder Dry of Chakou will inevitably have an economic negative external effect. The bad consequences of the deterioration of the brand reputation will have serious consequences such as the economic downturn of the entire village or even the county and the decline in the level of social and economic welfare.

Missing brand culture. The lack of top-level design for the agricultural public brand is mainly reflected in the lack of a culture-based branding system[6]. However, there is currently a shortage of talented people who manage their brand value through culture. The situation is not optimistic. Therefore, it is imminent to use the local culture to perform top-level design on the cultural value of The Powder Dry of Chakou brand.

4. Construction of a Public Agricultural Brand Management System

Agricultural public brand management refers to the maintenance and control of public brands through various means, which enhances the positive image of the brand and maximizes the public brand assets. [7]. In order to effectively improve the management dilemma of public brands with lemon properties, build a four-dimensional agricultural public brand management model of improvement based on the brand quality assurance mechanism, the brand signal mechanism, the brand culture mechanism, and the brand reputation mechanism combined with the above investigation of The Powder Dry of Chakou. It has a progressive and cyclical effect among the various mechanisms, forming a good mechanism of continuous circulation operation.

4.1 Brand quality assurance mechanism.

The mechanism of the brand quality assurance mechanism is as follows: The seller promises the quality of the product under the brand and makes corresponding provisions, thereby increasing the cost of seller's speculation behavior and effectively reducing or even eliminating the seller's bad
speculation and accumulating corporate reputation assets[6].

First, pre-sales standardization is to control the overall quality through the establishment of a public brand product standardization system, which is a front-end approach to eliminate information asymmetry in the lemon theory.

Second, the after-sales protection service is a service provided by the operator to fulfill the promise of returning or compensating products that exceed the scope of quality assurance after the sale of the product[8].Perfecting the construction of pre-sales, in-sale, and after-sales service systems is the most direct and significant signal of quality assurance and can effectively eliminate consumer concerns[9], and lays a good foundation for the reputation mechanism of agricultural public brands.

In addition to manufacturing and disseminating quality assurance signals, I believe that the quality of agricultural public brand products should also be upgraded in order to reduce the cost of service for back-selling commodities and maintain a good corporate reputation. Taking the finer roads is a good way to reduce the possibility of after-sales compensation and improve reputation.

4.2 Brand signal mechanism.

The operation principle of the brand signal mechanism is that the brand actively discloses different types of signals to consumers through various channels in its trading market, such as licenses, various media advertisements, and official announcements[10], so that signals can be accurately conveyed to target groups and reduce unfair trade caused by asymmetric information[11].

First, if there is a regional agricultural public brand, the brand signal mechanism should be improved by the certification of geographical indications. Dr. Cao Lin concluded that the certification of geographical indications can effectively eliminate the decrease in demand due to information asymmetry and it is an effective way to transmit quality signals[12]. Therefore, in order to improve and effectively operate the brand signal mechanism, the government, the companies and the consumers should pay enough attention to it.

Second, so as to improve the signal propagation mechanism and reduce information loss, establish and improve information systems for all enterprises, such as formulating product quality disclosure systems and establishing corresponding penalties, so that merchants actively disclose product information through various effective channels to achieve unified pricing and transparent quality.

4.3 Brand culture mechanism.

The cultural mechanism of the agricultural public brand plays a role by creating creative elements that are extracted from the optimization and combination of various local cultural resources so that the brand has cultural core competitiveness and cultural productivity[13], embedding brand value in the local culture enables consumers to accurately identify the brand due to their special culture, enhancing the ability of the brand signal mechanism to operate.

The construction of a brand culture mechanism requires multiple supportive efforts. In the government's case, relevant policies should be introduced to attract relevant talents to enter the industry in which the agricultural brand is located, and to conduct top-level design from a professional perspective to ensure that the cultural mechanism is unique and in place. In the enterprises' case, the public brand value management, operation awareness and brand culture concept should be firmly established with a keen culture [13].

4.4 Brand reputation mechanism.

Reputation is the last link in the brand management mechanism, but it can also return to the first ring of the mechanism system, that is, promote the operation of the brand quality assurance mechanism of agriculture. The reputation mechanism of public brands can enable enterprises to choose to refuse temptation to maintain the overall reputation of public brands in the face of the temptation of bad interests, thereby increasing the credibility of the quality assurance mechanism.

First of all, we should establish the public brand awareness in the industry and jointly improve the brand reputation mechanism. First, play the role of industry associations and other institutions to fully mobilize the positive atmosphere of industry self-regulation [14]. But Self-discipline in the industry is a good indication of market self-regulation and will closest distance between the industry and the
market makes it more flexible and effective than government administrative measures. Second, establish public brand awareness and encourage the use of geographical indications. The use of geographical indications can not only ensure the superior quality of products, but also enable companies to have a link in addition to competition - the use and maintenance of geographical indications together to enhance the brand credit of geographical indication industry clusters [12]. In other words, the common use of geographical indications increases the reputation of the agricultural public brand.

In the next place, all companies should ensure the quality of their products, ensure the effective operation of the quality assurance mechanism, and influence the brand reputation mechanism with the return of the quality assurance mechanism. Therefore, companies should emphasize should be placed on the cumulative effect of quality assurance in the quality assurance mechanism on reputation. Then the mutual influence between them is used to promote the operation of the reputation mechanism, and ultimately promote the normal operation and virtuous circle of the entire agricultural public brand management mechanism system.

5. Conclusion

The agricultural public brand is the crystallization of the natural development of a region in its historical development, and it is an important fulcrum for inciting local economic development. The importance of effective management of the region is self-evident. After reviewing a large amount of literature and analysis, the author believes that if the brand management, brand signal, brand culture, brand reputation "four-dimensional integration" agricultural public brand management mechanism combined with the government, enterprises and other relevant departments of multi-party efforts, can not only effectively manage public brand management dilemma under the lemon market but provide reference for effective promotion of brand management.
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